We show that it is decidable whether a third-order matching problem in ! (an extension of the simply typed lambda calculus with type constructors) has a solution or not. We present an algorithm which, given such a problem, returns a solution for this problem if the problem has a solution and returns fail otherwise. We also show that it is undecidable whether a third-order matching problem in ! has a closed solution or not.
Introduction
It is well-known that type theory is a good basis for the implementation of proof checkers. Although there are various ways to use type theory for proof checking, they all exploit the fact that type theory provides a uniform way to represent and manipulate proofs, formulas and data types.
The man-machine interaction of proof checking can be considerably improved if some kind of matching algorithm can be implemented for the terms of the underlying type theory. For if one wants to prove (t) for a certain formula and term t, and one already has a proof H of 8x (x), one would like it to be su cient to indicate that H should be used without having to mention t. The proof checker should be able to match (x) with (t). Very often one is confronted with situations where t is not just an object (natural number, boolean, : : : ) but a function, or a functional, etc. To deal with this, one needs an algorithm for higher-order matching. So the question becomes: can we nd such an algorithm? In other words: is the higher-order matching problem decidable for the underlying type theory? The starting point of this paper is the Calculus of Constructions (CoC), a type theory which features polymorphism, dependent types and type constructors (see 3]). Unfortunately, while second-order matching is decidable in CoC ( 4], 6], 7]), third-order matching is undecidable ( 4] , 5]). Since CoC forms the starting point for many type theoretical studies as well as for concrete implementations (e.g. 13] , 15], 11], 16]), it is important to understand why third-order and hence higher-order matching is undecidable in CoC: is it a speci c feature (polymorphism, dependent types, type constructors) that is responsible for the undecidability or is the undecidability caused by the interaction of these features? It is precisely for this kind of questions that Barendregt's -cube ( 2] ) was developed. This cube consists of eight systems, each extending the simply typed lambda calculus and each a subsystem of CoC. Starting from the simply typed lambda calculus the cube is erected by three systems, each supporting one of the abovementioned features: P supports dependent types, 2 supports polymorphism and ! supports type constructors. The other systems in the cube combine these features in all possible combinations. It is proved in 5] that in P third-order matching is undecidable. In 2, higher-order matching is undecidable ( 10] ); it is (to our knowledge) an open question whether matching of nite order is decidable in 2. In !, the combination of 2 and !, fourth-order matching is undecidable. It is (again to our knowledge) open whether third-order matching is decidable in !.
In this paper, we show that third-order matching is decidable in !. In other words, we show that the mere presence of type constructors is not su cient to make third-order matching undecidable. At rst sight, this is not surprising, since ! is a weak extension of the simply typed lambda calculus and in 8] it is proved that third-order matching is decidable in the simply typed lambda calculus (recently it is proved ( 18] , 19]) that fourth order matching is decidable as well). But it becomes more surprising when one realizes that the type structure of ! is rich enough to encode the second-order uni cation problem in types of order 3. As is well-known, the second-order uni cation problem is undecidable (see 14] ). And in fact, when one demands that solutions for matching problems are closed, in the sense that they do not contain new free variables, the third-order matching problem becomes undecidable in !. It is not at all unnatural to demand this. For often one wants that the matching substitution is valid within the context one works and does not contain new variables that have to be instantiated further. The main argument in the proof of the decidability of general third-order matching is that when solutions are allowed to contain new, existential variables, second-order uni cation can be avoided by de ning and solving matching problems in a suitable order. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the two typed lambda calculi with which we shall be concerned in this paper: (the simply typed lambda calculus with one base type O) and !. In Section 3, we present terminology concerning matching problems and solutions. We also give an example which illustrates the di culties that are involved in the proof of our main result. In Section 4, we show that third-order matching is decidable in ! in case the terms are types. In Section 5, we prove the decidability of third-order matching for objects in a special case; i.e. the case where there is a certain mild restriction on the order of every variable. In the appendix we show how to reduce the general case to the special case. In Section 6 we give a proof of the fact that it is undecidable whether a third-order matching problem in ! has a closed solution or not. This proof is a variant of the undecidability proofs in 5]. 2 The systems and ! In this section we introduce two typed lambda calculi: , the simply typed lambda calculus with one base type O, and !, the simply typed lambda calculus with type variables and type constructors (we consider this system with the Conversion Rule for -conversion). For more information on these systems the reader is referred to 2] or 13].
De nition 2.1 (Terms and reductions). Pseudo-terms are given by the following abstract syntax:
If 9x : C occurs in ?, then x is said to be existential in ?. If 8x : C occurs in ?, then x is said to be universal in ?. If every declaration in ? is of the form 9x : C, then ? is an existential context.
The intuition behind the quanti cation of variables is that universal variables are considered to be constant, in the sense that solutions to matching problems are not allowed to substitute terms for them; substitutions are only allowed to substitute terms for existential variables.
If ? hQ 1 x 1 : A 1 ; : : : ; Q n x n : A n i, then FV (?) := fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g S 1 i n FV (A i ), dom(?) = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g and ?; Qx : B denotes hQ 1 x 1 : A 1 ; : : : ; Q n x n : A n ; Qx : Bi. ( Here Sort C is a set of sorts and s ranges over Sort . Furthermore Ax is a set of statements of the from c : s, where c 2 C. The systems and ! can be obtained from the rules by taking Sort = f g, Sort ! = f ; 2g, Ax = fO : g and Ax ! = f : 2g. In this paper we let range over and ! and (except in Table 1 ) s over f ; 2g.
We x some more notation. Notation 2.4. Let ? be hx 1 : A 1 ; : : : ; x n : A n i and let be hx 1 : B 1 ; : : : ; x n : B n i. Then we write ? ! if A i ! B i , for some i, 1 i n, and for all 1 j n, j 6 and that the substitution contexts in 2 only contain such declarations. From now on we assume that substitutions satisfy this restriction. It is easy to check that the application of such substitutions to contexts of the form described in Lemma 2.6 (8) yields contexts of the same form.
De nition 3.4. Proof. By induction on the LNF-structure of A. Write A x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :yt 1 : : : t m . We distinguish two cases. The rst case is where y is universal in ? or an x i (1 i n). The result follows easily from the induction hypothesis. The second case is where y is existential in ?. We can take y for the required variable u. 4 Third-order matching for types As explained in the previous section, the proof of decidability of third-order matching for objects hinges on the possibility to avoid having to solve (third-order) uni cation problems for types. The strategy is to decompose these uni cation problems into third-order matching problems for types. This of course only makes sense if it is indeed decidable whether a thirdorder matching problem for types in ! has a solution or not. In this section we will, without going into any detail, show that this is the case. The proof of this fact uses a translation () ? from 13] which maps types and constructors from ! to objects of . This translation preserves -reduction and (after extension to contexts) judgements. It is easy to extend this translation further to substitutions and to de ne a left inverse () + to this translation (up to -conversion). This enables us to prove the following result. 5 Third-order matching for objects
In this section we will show that it is decidable whether a third-order matching problem for objects in ! has a solution. First we de ne a translation that maps such a problem P = h? ; A ; Bi to a third-order matching problem jPj in and solutions for P to solutions j j for jPj. Then we will prove that a substitution is a solution for P i is well-typed in ? and j j is a solution for jPj. This divides the task of nding solutions for P in two parts: nd solutions for jPj and see if we can \lift" such solutions to substitutions 0 that are well-typed in ? and such that j 0 j = . Dowek has shown (in 8]) that to nd solutions for jPj it does no harm to restrict one's attention to a search space whose cardinality is bounded by a function value depending only on the size of jPj. Given such a solution , we will try to lift in two stages. First we decorate in a straightforward way: given an existential variable x of type S 1 ! !S n !S in ? and a triple hx ; ; ti in , where t x 1 :jS 1 j : : : x n :jS n j:yt 1 : : : t m ,
we decorate t to x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :yt 0 1 : : : t 0 m , where t 0 j is the decorated version of t j . This procedure need not yield terms that are well-typed in !. In order to change these terms to well-typed ones, we de ne (starting from ? and ) a third-order matching problem Match for types in ! such that if this problem has a solution then the composition of with the decorated substitution is a substitution that is well-typed in ? and such that j j = (hence j j is a solution for jPj and is a solution for P).
Flattening types
We de ne a map, j j, that replaces all atomic subtypes by O. This map is extended to contexts and substitutions. We show that it preserves judgements, order, -reduction, the property of being a matching problem of nite order and the property of being a solution for such a problem. When we say below that a term is in (D-) HNF, then this term is not assumed to be normal or in LNF.
De nition 5. Proof. (1), (2), (3): by induction on the structure of A.
Lemma 5.3. Proof.
1. By induction, rst on the length of ? and second on the HNF-structure of A and using Lemma 2.6, one proves that j?j is legal in and jAj 2 K . The result then follows from Lemma 2.6 (2). Corollary 5.5. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a matching problem of order n for objects in !. Then hj?j ; jAj ; jBji is a matching problem of order n in . We denote it by jPj.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 (2), Lemma 5.3 (2) and Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 5.6. Assume that all terms mentioned in the premises of (1) and (2) (1), (2): by induction on the (HNF-) structure of A. The intuition for (1) is as follows. A is composed of arrows and atomic types yA 1 : : : A n . Since the order of A is nite, y will not be existential in ?, hence will not be x. (2) is that by Lemma 2.6 (3), x does not occur in domains in A. Hence the substitution of D for x does not a ect the domains in A. Lemma 5.7 . Assume that all terms mentioned in the premises of (1) and (2) Proof. Induction on the LNF-structure of x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :xt 1 : : : t m .
Proposition 5.11. Let Proof. By induction on the LNF-structure of A 1 . Use the fact that domains are syntactically equal since A 1 and A 2 have the same type B and B is normal (or in LNF).
The following lemma is a key step in the main proof. It allows us to cut up the problem of nding solutions for third-order matching problems in ! into two relatively easy subproblems.
Lemma 5.13. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in !. Let be a substitution, well-typed in ?, dom( ) dom(?). Suppose that j j is a solution for jPj. Then is a solution for P.
Proof. It su ces to show that (A) nf(B). Since is well-typed in ?, nf( (A)) exists. We have (A) nf( (A)). As in the proof of Proposition 5.11, we have j (A)j jnf( (A))j and by Lemma 5.2 we know that jnf( (A))j is normal. By Lemma 5.9 we know j j(jAj) jnf( (A))j. Since j j is a solution for jPj, we have that j j(jAj) nf(jBj). As before, nf(jBj) jnf(B)j. We obtain that jnf( (A))j jnf(B)j. Furthermore, B and (A)
have the same type, hence, by Subject Reduction, nf( (A)) and nf(B) have the same type. By Lemma 5.12, we infer that nf( (A)) nf(B). We conclude that is a solution for P.
Decompositions and standard solutions
In 8], Dowek de nes for each third-order matching problem P in and each solution for P, a set (P; ) of third-order matching problems in . This set is such that for each problem h? ; A ; Bi in (P; ), A is of the form xA 1 : : : A n , where x is existential in ? (we say that x is a head in (P; )). is a solution for (P; ) and each solution for (P; ) is also a solution for P. Using this set, is transformed to 0 , a substitution which is also a solution for P but more e cient in two ways. First, the substitution terms in 0 are stripped of irrelevant parts and second, 0 does not contain irrelevant triples. Using this e ciency, Dowek shows that it is decidable whether a third-order matching problem in has a solution or not.
In this section we present a slight generalisation of this \decomposition" to the setting of !. The generalisation is slight in the sense that we do not claim that a solution for the decomposition is a solution for the initial problem. It would not be di cult to adapt the de nition to meet this additional requirement, but since this property is not used in the sequel we have chosen not to do so. The generalisation is instrumental in proving the completeness of the algorithm we de ne to establish decidability of third-order matching for objects in !.
From this point on we use the following convention. If ?` A : B and is well-typed in ?, then we write (A) for lnf (?) ( (A)). Next we state an important technical lemma.
Lemma 5.14. Suppose P = h? ; xA 1 : : : A n ; Bi is a third-order matching problem for objects in , where x is existential in ?; say 9x : S 1 ! !S n !S occurs in ?. Fix 1 i n. Write S i R 1 ! !R m !R. Suppose is a solution for P. Write The second point follows from Lemma 3.10 (3), (4).
De nition 5.15. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem in and let be a solution for P. By induction on the length of 2 (A) we de ne (P; ), a tree in which some of the nodes are labeled with triples (these triples can be proved to be third-order matching problems). It su ces to distinguish the following cases.
A nodes in the path from the root to p 0 , not counting p 0 . The depth of (P; ) is the maximal depth of a triple in (P; ). Let Q = h ; xC 1 : : : C n ; Di and Q 0 = h 0 ; x 0 C 0 1 : : : C 0 n ; D 0 i be triples in (P; ). Then we say that the head x is below the head x 0 if Q is below Q 0 . The tree structure of (P; ) is only occasionally used; mostly we identify (P; ) with the set of its labels.
Lemma 5.16. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in and let be a solution for P. Then (P; ) is a collection of third-order matching problems for objects in .
Proof. By induction on the length of 2 (A). The reasoning is similar to the reasoning in the proof of Lemma 5.14.
Lemma 5.17.
1. Let P be an third-order matching problem in and a solution for P. Then is a solution for (P; ). 2. Let P be a third-order matching problem in and a solution for P. If is a solution for (P; ), then is a solution for P. The phrase \suitable" means the following. When we shift in the construction of (P; ) from (h? ; x:A:B ; x:A:Ci; ) to (h?; 8x:A ; B ; Ci; ) and we shift in the construction of (jP j; j j) from (hj?j ; y:jAj:jBj ; y:jAj:jCji; j j) to (hj?j; 8y:jAj ; jBj ; jCji; j j) at the same place in the underlying tree, then the variable x and y should be identical. Likewise, dummy variables added at corresponding places should be chosen identical. Below we will assume that the choice is made \suitably".
If P = h? ; A ; Bi is a third-order matching problem for objects in ! and we (only) have a solution for jPj we cannot speak of correspondence in the sense of the previous de nition. Still, we need to be and are able to relate matching problems in (jP j; ) to extensions of ? Proof. By induction on the LNF-structure of A.
Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in and a solution for P. Write T 1 for the underlying tree of witn(?; A) and write T 2 for the underlying tree of (P; ). Then it easy to see that T 2 can be viewed as the result of replacing some subtrees in T 1 by leaves. Thus every path starting from the root in T 2 corresponds to a path starting from the root of T 1 . This gives a correspondence between triples in (P; ) and nodes in T 1 .
Let 0 ; C 0 be the label of the node in T 1 corresponding to a triple P 0 = h ; C ; Di in (P; ).
The pair 0 ; C 0 is called the witnessing pair for P 0 ; 0 is called the witnessing context for P 0 and C 0 the witnessing term for P 0 .
Lemma 5.22. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in . Let P 0 = h ; C ; Di be a triple in (P; ). We can write 1 ; 2 , where 2 consists of dummy variables added in the construction of (P; ). Proof. By inspection of the de nition of (P; ) and witn(?; A).
Lemma 5.23. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in !.
Let be a solution for P. Let h ; C ; Di in (P; ) and hj j ; jCj; jDji in (jP j; j j) be corresponding. If 0 ; C 0 is the witnessing pair for h ; C ; Di in (P; ), then j 0 j; jC 0 j is the witnessing pair for hj j ; jCj ; jDji in (jP j; j j). Proof. By induction on the length of 2 (A).
Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in !. Write T 1 for the underlying tree of witn(?; A). When we write T 2 for the underlying tree of witn(j?j; jAj) then we see that T 2 equals T 1 . Let be a solution for jPj. Let T 3 be the underlying tree of (jP j; ). Since, as we have seen above, each node in T 3 corresponds to a node in T 2 , each such node also corresponds to a node in T 1 . Now for each triple h ; C ; Di in (jP j; ) we de ne the !-companion to as the context part of the label of the corresponding node in T 1 .
Lemma 5.24. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in !. Suppose is a solution for jPj, dom( ) dom(j?j). Let Proof. By inspection of the de nition of (jP j; ) and witn(?; A).
As mentioned before, Dowek used the sets de ned above to transform solutions into more e cient solutions. By slightly changing this transformation, these e cient solutions may be assumed to have a certain desirable \standard" form. We will describe this form in several steps.
De nition 5.25. Let Theorem 5.28 (Dowek) . Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem in or a third-order matching problem for types in !. From a solution for P one can construct a substitution ? for P such that 1. ? is a standard solution for P;
2. x 2 dom( ? ) i x is a head in (P; ).
(Note that ? depends not only on but also on P.) Moreover there exists a set, Sol(P ), containing standard solutions for P, such that if P has a solution then ? 2 Sol(P ) and such that for some n 2 N, computable from P only, Sol(P ) can be enumerated in time bounded by n.
Proof. By a slight modi cation of Dowek's proof.
Proposition 5.29. Let 
Lifting solutions from to !
In this section we describe a way to lift solutions for matching problems in to solutions for matching problems in !. We rst decorate terms in a naive way. This procedure need not yield terms that are well-typed in ! (they will be pre-well-typed). In order to change them into well-typed ones, we de ne a third-order matching problem for types such that solutions for this matching problem, when applied to the decorated terms, yield terms of the desired type. Proof. By induction on the LNF-structure of t.
Lemma 5.38. Let Proof. It su ces to prove that for all hx ; ; ti 2 we have t 2 (Deco(jtj ; ?(x)) ?x ) and 2 (Cont(jtj ; ?(x)) ?x ) (up to the order of declarations). We prove the rst point; the second point is completely similar. Let hx ; ; ti 2 be given. Then hx ; j j ; jtji 2 j j. By t. That the lemmas used in the last line are indeed applicable follows easily from standardness of . Next, we de ne a function, Targets, which given a pre-well-typed term t, a type T and a variable x of some unspeci ed but atomic type, returns the set of types that x must have if t is to be of type T. Of course, we eventually want this set to be a singleton, but it is convenient not to demand that at this moment. The Targets function is used in De nition 5.43.
De nition 5.39. Let ? be a context legal in ! and t x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :yt 1 : : : t m be pre-well-typed in ?. Suppose that ?` ! T 1 ! !T n !T : , where for each i, 1 i n, S i and T i are twins. Let x 2 FV (t) be of atomic type in ?, ?(x) 6 2 K 2 . Put I = fi j x 2 FV (t i ); 1 i ng and ? 0 = ?; 8x 1 : S 1 ; : : : ; 8x n : S n . Note that by, pre-well-typedness, either y is one of the x i and S i R 1 ! !R m !R (for some R 1 ,: : : , R m , R), or ? contains a declaration Qy : R 1 ! !R m !R. Thus Next we will sketch the matching problem we need for the proof of decidability of third-order matching for objects in !; this sketch is made precise in De nition 5.43. First we de ne an auxiliary notion.
De nition 5.42. Let De nition 5.43. Let We de ne SubMatch( x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :yt 1 : : : t m ; T 1 ! !T n !T) ;Z . As a consequence of pre-well-typedness, y is one of the x i and S i R 1 ! !R m !R (for some R 1 ,: : : , R m , R) or contains a declaration Qy : R 1 ! !R m !R. We distinguish two cases. De nition 5.45. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in ! and a standard solution for jPj. Let Proof. We show that for each x 2 dom( ) such that 9x : S 1 ! !S n !S occurs in ? and (S) is closed in ? and the depth of x in (jP j; ) is at most d, it is true that Match(x; ; d) ? is a nite collection of ?-compatible third-order matching problems for types.
Since S is legal in ? and (S) closed in ?, h? ; S ; (S)i is a third-order matching problem for types in !. Next, let Deco( (x) ; S 1 ! !S n ! (S)) ? be t = x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :yt 1 : : : t m . Put Z = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g. Put = Deco( ) ? (?); 8x 1 : S 1 ; : : : ; 8x n : S n . We show that Proof. Induction on the length of t. Here the last clause in the de nition of \standard solution" is used.
We proceed by stating two properties of solutions for Match( ; ; d) ? . First, is well-typed in ? and Deco( ) ? (?). Secondly, the application of to decorated terms originating from yields terms of the desired type.
Lemma 5.49. Let Proof. We can write (Deco( ) ? (?)) ; 0 , for some context 0 . Using standardness of , it is easy to check that for all z in dom( 0 ), z does not occur in (Deco(t ; S 1 ! !S n !S) ? ) or in (S 1 ! !S n !S). By our assumption on the form of contexts (see Lemma 2.6 (8) Claim. Let Z be fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g. Let The following lemma is needed for the induction step.
Lemma 5.53. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in ! and a solution for P. Let x be a head in (jP j; j j ? ) of depth n and of type T 1 ! !T n !T in ?. Let y be a head below x of depth n + 1 and of type S 1 ! !S m !S in ?, where S is not closed in ?. Suppose that is a 2-substitution, well-typed in ?, such that (T ) 2 (T ) and (T ) is closed in ?. Then Match(x; ; n) ? contains a matching problem h? ; S ; 2 (S)i.
Proof. Let E = h ; xD 1 : : : D n ; Ci 2 (jP j; j j ? ). We can write as 1 ; 2 , where 2 consists of dummy variables added in the construction of (jP j; j j ? ). Let xA 1 : : : A n be the witnessing term of E in (jP j; j j ? ). By Lemma 5.22, 1` We may conclude that y cannot be of depth n + 1.
4. z y. Let 
Let us now take a look at M 1 . Since is well-typed, the type of M 1 is -convertible to X (A 1 ). So the type of M 1 is atomic and as before we show that M 1 is an atomic term, say M 1 N 1 : : : N k , for some k 0. Here is a sort or a variable. For a contradiction, suppose that is a sort. Then k = 0 and the type of M 1 would have to be -convertible to a sort, which is not the case. Contradiction. So is a variable. Since is closed, has to appear in a declaration : T in 
A Appendix
In section 5, we have proved the decidability of third-order matching under a certain assumption, namely that universal variables of order 1 do not occur. In this section we show that this assumption imposes no restriction. We present a translation that maps a matching problem P of nite order involving universal variables of order 1 to a matching problem P 0 without such variables. This translation has the property that P has a solution i P 0 has a solution. The crucial point here is that (writing P = h? ; A ; Bi), because B is closed in ?, variables of order 1 do not occur in B. Also note that if y is of order 1 in ?, then ?(y) 6 2 K 2 . Hence types do not contain variables of order 1. We introduce some terminology. Let Proof. By induction on the LNF-structure of t. Write t x 1 :T 1 : : : x n :T n :xt 1 : : : t m . Let y be given. If x y, then y is safe. Otherwise y 2 FV (t 1 ) FV (t m ) (remember that y 6 2 K 2 ) and there are two possible cases. If x is itself of order 1, then we can take x for z. If not, then x is either an x j (1 j n) or a free variable of nite order. Say that the type of x is S 1 ! !S m !T 0 . In both cases each S i (1 i n) is of nite order in ?. We also know that ?; 8x 1 : T 1 ; : : : ; 8x n : T n` ! t i : S i , for each 1 i n. Write J = f1 j n j y 2 FV (t j )g. For all j 2 J, we have by induction hypothesis: for every occurrence of y in t j there is an occurrence of a subterm in t j of the form zs 1 : : : s l such that z is safe w.r.t. ?; 8x 1 : T 1 ; : : : ; 8x n : T n and this occurrence of z is outermost w.r.t. L fu 2 fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g j u of order 1 in ?; 8x 1 : T 1 ; : : : ; 8x n : T n g in t j and this occurrence of y is an occurrence in s k , for some 1 k l. Now note that none of the variables in fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g are of order 1. So z is not in this set and hence is safe w.r.t. ?; the occurrence of z is easily seen to be outermost w.r.t. L in t. This nishes the proof.
De nition A.2. Let Lemma A.3. Let P = h? ; A ; Bi be a matching problem of nite order in !. Let 
